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Abstract
To understand how decisions to invest in stocks are taken, economists need to elicit
expectations regarding risk-return trade-off. One of the few surveys which has elicited such
expectations is the Survey of Economic Expectations in 1999-2001. Using the data from
this survey, Dominitz and Manski find considerable heterogeneity across respondents that
cannot be explained by simple models of expectations formation. Adapting a principle
of dual-reasoning borrowed from Kahneman, this paper classifies respondents according
to their sensitivity to some pathologies. We find a substantial amount of unobserved
heterogeneity between the least and the most sensitive respondents. We then sketch a
model of expectations formation.
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1 Introduction
The decision to invest in stocks requires an assessment of the risk-return trade-off. To
measure this arbitrage, financial researchers should be interested in eliciting potential investors’
expectations regarding equity returns. Yet the prevalent practice is to use realized returns as a
proxy for expected returns. By doing so, researchers neglect some fundamental issues in finance
such as the degree of homogeneity between agents’ expectations and their types of expectations.
These issues will remain unexplored if we do not ask potential investors what they expected ex-
ante (Bossaerts, 2002). Various surveys have included questions about individuals’ expectations
over equity returns. But most of these elicit point forecasts or Yes/No predictions which tell
us nothing about respondents’ perceived risk.1 To provide an empirical basis for the study of
this risk-return trade-off, we need to elicit subjective probability distributions. But only few
surveys to date have included such questions.
Two of the recent exceptions are Dominitz and Manski (2010, 2007): the reserarch here is
based on surveys that measure probabilistically the beliefs that Americans hold about mutual-
fund returns. In particular, Dominitz and Manski (2010) -hereafter DM (2010)- present an
analysis of answers to expectations questions in the Survey of Economic Expectations (SEE)
that took place in three waves over the period July 1999-March 2001. They first pose the
following scenario (hereafter the SEE scenario):
Please think about the type of mutual fund known as a diversified stock fund. This
type of mutual fund holds stock in many different companies engaged in a wide
variety of business activities. Suppose that tomorrow someone were to invest one
thousand dollars in such a mutual fund. Please think about how much money this
investment would be worth one year from now.
1An example of a question asking for a point forecast is the following from the Michigan Survey of Consumers
(MSC): “[...] What is the annual rate of return that you would expect a broadly diversified portfolio of U.S.
stocks to earn, on average, over the next three years?”. An example of a question eliciting Yes/No predictions is
also provided by the MSC: “Would you expect the average return over the next ten to twenty years to be much
different than this? Yes/No”.
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They then ask respondents to answer various questions regarding their expectations were they to
face this scenario. In particular some expectations questions take the following form (hereafter
the probabilistic questions):
What do you think is the PERCENT CHANCE (or CHANCES OUT OF 100) that,
one year from now, this investment would be worth over R?
Respondents face a sequence of such probabilistic questions posed for four investment thresh-
olds. The thresholds are determined by the respondent’s answer to two preliminary questions
according to an algorithm detailed in DM (2010) (hereafter the preliminary questions):
What do you think is the LOWEST amount that this investment of $1000 would
possibly be worth one year from now?
What do you think is the HIGHEST amount that this $1000 investment would
possibly be worth one year from now?
These preliminary questions are thought to decrease overconfidence with respect to central
tendencies and anchoring problems wherein respondents’ beliefs are influenced by the ques-
tions posed (Manski, 2004). The answers to these preliminary questions are not analyzed in
DM (2010). As we will explain, a key feature of our paper is to construct a setting that
allows us to extract useful information from these questions (a similar idea is developed in
Dominitz and Manski (1997, p.860)).
DM (2010) consider the sequence of probabilistic questions; they assume that each respon-
dent i has a normal subjective probability distribution of the one-year-ahead return, N (µi, σ2i ),
which they estimate (hereafter called the fitted subjective distribution). They find considerable
heterogeneity in reported beliefs in the sense that the values of (µ, σ) of the fitted subjective
distributions vary considerably across individuals. Given that respondents may differ in the
way that they use public information to form their expectations, DM attempt to identify types
of expectation-formation models: people might think that stock markets follow random walks,
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display persistence or are characterized by mean-reversal. But even a mixture of such models of
expectations formation accounts for only 4% of the variation in respondents’ answers. This un-
explained heterogeneity leads DM (p.22) to conclude that the remaining question is “why these
processes vary so much across persons”, and that there is no“parsimonious specification of types
(that)can adequately explain the diverse expectations of the Michigan and SEE respondents.”
In the light of this apparent lack of regularity in stated expectations, a skeptical economist
might conclude that subjective expectations data are not useful. There are indeed several
pathologies which are likely to affect the quality of the data: probabilistic questions are not
easy for ordinary people, financial literacy is often lacking in the general public and framing
effects are known to affect survey responses. Even if the preliminary questions help respondents
to answer the probabilistic questions, some of these pathologies are likely to survive.
This paper takes these critics seriously and considers that these pathologies are an im-
portant source of heterogeneity. Suppose that some respondents have a hard time answering
probabilistic questions and thus rely on rules of thumb which are prone to biases. They are
then likely to provide nothing but noise, i.e. barely interpretable data. However, a fraction of
the respondents may behave roughly as expected and reveal valuable information: they take
the question seriously and, after some serious reflection, produce their “true” expectation. To
see if such heterogeneity is at work, we need to understand how respondents cope with proba-
bilistic questions and classify them according to the type of reasoning used. To do so, we adapt
a principle of dual reasoning borrowed from Kahneman (2003). In a nutshell, we thus revisit
Manski’s approach in the light of Kahneman (and Tversky).
The challenge is to operationalize this intuition. Section 2 explains how a dual system of
reasoning can accurately describe the traditional pathologies that affect survey data, and how
the specific design of the SEE allows us to build a proxy for this dual system. We consider the
lowest and highest values elicited in the preliminary questions as a confidence interval. Under
some assumptions, we are able to calibrate a probability distribution based on the prelimi-
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nary questions only (hereafter called the calibrated probability distribution). This calibrated
probability distribution can provide a prediction of the answers to probabilistic questions. The
distance between a predicted value and the actual value that the respondent provides to a
probabilistic question is then a measure of coherence. This allows us to classify individuals
according to their level of coherence.
In Section 3, we analyze the cross-sectional distribution of the values of (µ, σ) of the fitted
subjective distributions conditional on this measure of coherence. We find a highly significant
positive monotonic relationship between expected returns µ and perceived risks σ for the most
coherent respondents. This result is in sharp contrast to the same cross-sectional distribution
for the least coherent which exhibits no such pattern, nor any other particular relationship. As
anticipated by our cognitive approach, it is as if the answers of the least coherent respondents
are essentially nothing but noise. In line with our approach, we also find that our measure of
coherence is related to education and income, i.e. individual attributes known to be related to
cognitive ability.
Section 4 mainly focuses on the most coherent individuals. We first show that a simple
linear regression of µ on σ explains a substantial part of the total variation in µ for these
respondents. To interpret this surprising pattern, we suggest that the most coherent respondents
have different portfolios in mind, ranging from investments with small expected returns and low
risk to investments with larger expected returns but greater risk. At the extreme, those who
consider a safe portfolio should expect the portfolio to perform like a risk-free asset. With this
particular interpretation in mind, we view the intercept and the slope coefficients of the simple
linear regression of µ on σ as the risk-free rate and the ex-ante price of risk, respectively. This
estimated price of risk is weakly pro-cyclical, as it is statistically but not substantially lower in
the last wave, a period characterized by a steady drop in the stock market. With only three
waves the time-series dimension is however too short to consider this result as robust. Last, we
provide more speculative results on the nature of expectations formation. Section 5 concludes.
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2 Survey pathologies and dual systems of reasoning
Subsection 2.1 below reviews the objections addressed to subjective survey data in eco-
nomics. We claim in Subsection 2.2 that these objections can usefully be addressed using
Kahneman (2003)’s dual system of reasoning. Subsection 2.3 then explains how the particular
format of the SEE survey allows us to construct some measures of coherence which account for
individual sensitivity to the cognitive biases occurring in such surveys.
2.1 The case against subjective data
Economists are often skeptical of subjective data, in particular expectations data (Manski,
2004, p.1337). Economists usually prefer to infer expectations from data on observed choices.
The roots of this skepticism are not easy to track down. We have identified four kinds of
objections that can be addressed to probabilistic questions:
i. Some individuals are sensitive to framing effects. Following Tversky and Kahneman
(1974), a large literature has shown that minor changes to the framing of a problem
may lead to unanticipated changes in answers, especially if respondents are not well in-
formed (e.g., Hurd, 1999). This is a problem as survey questions are supposed to elicit
“true” values, i.e. values which are independent of the elicitation technique used.
ii. Some individuals have trouble thinking in probabilistic terms. If the question forces them
to give numerical probabilities, then the question“forces them to operate in a“mode”which
requires “more mental effort” and is therefore more prone to interference with biasing
tendencies” (Zimmer, 1984, p.123).
iii. Some individuals lack some relevant knowledge. Van Rooij et al. (2007) provide evidence
that a majority of Americans have only limited knowledge of bonds and stocks, the con-
cept of risk diversification, and the working of financial markets. Respondents with less
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financial literacy are more likely to be prone to biases (e.g., the thresholds of the proba-
bilistic questions can influence their probabilistic answers). If this is the case, respondents
with less financial literacy will likely provide noisier answers.2
iv. Last, a recurrent objection is that some individuals do not take the questions seriously.
Answering questions, particularly numerical ones, represents a cognitive burden and there
is no incentive to provide such effort. Some individuals may thus provide automatic
answers, without putting in the required effort.
Each of these four objections has similar consequences: answers to survey questions are
generated by some heuristics which lead to cognitive biases. If all respondents are strongly
affected by at least one of these pathologies, there are serious reasons to doubt the validity of
subjective probabilistic expectations. But if these pathologies affect some respondents more
than others, the quality of collected data may greatly vary across individuals. We thus face a
problem of unobserved heterogeneity regarding the individual sensitivity to these pathologies
(Flachaire and Hollard (2008) provide empirical support in the context of value elicitation).
Controlling for such heterogeneity requires opening the black box of the cognitive process used
by each survey respondent. This sounds like a difficult task. The next subsection thus explores
the possibility that the myriad individual cognitive processes can be classified into two broad
types which make sense regarding the quality of the answers provided.
2.2 Dual systems of reasoning
A dual system of reasoning consists of two systems which can be used to perform a cognitive
task. Several such models exist in psychology. Roughly speaking, they are all based on a
distinction between two systems: one is usually associated with intuition and the other with
reasoning. This Subsection builds on a dual system of reasoning model described by Kahneman
2Nonetheless, note that basing the thresholds on the preliminary questions asking the respondents for the
lowest and highest possible future values of the investment allows to reduce the “anchoring”problem, as argued
by Dominitz and Manski (1997, p.858) and Manski (2004, p.1347).
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(2003) in his Nobel lecture. In particular, the two different systems will be labeled System 1
and System 2. System 1 is usually associated with intuition. It is fast, automatic and proposes
intuitive answers to judgment problems as they arise. System 2, in contrast, is controlled and
encompasses analytical intelligence.3 System 2 requires effort. Note that the term “System”
is only “a label for collections of cognitive processes that can be distinguished by their speed,
their controllability, and the contents on which they operate” (Kahneman and Frederick, 2005,
p.267).
We now turn to the specific task proposed in the SEE survey, namely a sequence of proba-
bilistic questions. Both systems are able to provide answers to these. System 1 will provide fast
and easy answers, such as round numbers or focal values. System 2 will provide more analytical
answers which entail effort. In contrast, the answers from System 1 will be noisier, and are
likely affected by minor details in the survey design that are difficult to control for.
The analysis presented in this paper is based on the idea that the identified pathologies
affecting survey responses result from respondents using System 1 rather than System 2. We
now reconsider the four objections listed in Subsection 2.1 in the light of a dual system of
reasoning. (i.) Framing effects occur when System 2 only lightly monitors judgement, as noted
by Kahneman (p.1467). Individuals thus provide automatic answers without even realizing that
they are sensitive to biases. (ii.) Thinking in probabilistic terms is directly linked to System
2 which encompasses analytic intelligence. Some shortcuts can be used, i.e. heuristics, but
they may well lead to erroneous answers. (iii.) Now consider individuals who lack relevant
knowledge. They are likely to be uncertain about their answers. Thus, any numerical cue
may influence them, in particular if that cue is plausible. They might know how to handle
probabilities, but lack the relevant knowledge to perform calculations. (iv.) Those who do not
3A more complete description of the dual system of reasoning also recognizes that System 2 plays a monitoring
role. It is supposed to override System 1 when some erroneous decisions are made. Errors of intuitive judgement
occur when System 2 does not monitor judgement. Kahneman (p.1467) emphasizes that “the prevalence of
framing effects, and other indications of superficial processing [...] suggest that System 2 monitors judgements
quite lightly.”
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care enough about the survey or who refuse to put much effort into their answers will use the
effortless system, i.e. System 1.
Thus, while these four pathologies are all different, they do have a common element: they
consist of the use of cognitive processes belonging to System 1. We are thus facing a heteroge-
nous population, composed of “System 1”and“System 2”respondents. As a direct consequence,
if we can separate “System 1” from “System 2” respondents, we can then isolate corrupted an-
swers from higher-quality data.
2.3 Building a proxy of the dual system approach
As already mentioned, the survey analyzed in this paper uses a particular design. The
two preliminary questions ask only for the lowest and highest possible future values of the
investment. These questions are fairly easy and do not imply any probabilistic calculations, in
contrast to the sequence of probabilistic questions asking respondents to provide a sequence of
points on their subjective complementary cumulative distribution function. Providing coherent
answers between the preliminary questions and the sequence of probabilistic questions is not
easy, and respondents may well be prone to the pathologies described above. Our claim is that
only those who use System 2 to answer these questions will provide coherent answers, i.e. they
use the same underlying probability distribution to answer both types of question. We will thus
use a measure of coherence as a proxy for the reasoning system that individuals use.
The preliminary questions allow us to calibrate a probability distribution which will serve
to predict the answer to a probabilistic question. The distance between the predicted and the
actual answers yields a proxy for the reasoning system.
The preliminary questions and the calibrated probability distribution. The two
preliminary questions allow us to calibrate a probability distribution under a number of as-
sumptions. The elicited lowest and highest possible future values of the investment, denoted
Ri,min and Ri,max, are not interpreted literally as minimum and maximum values. Following
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Dominitz and Manski (1997), the phrases “lowest possible” and “highest possible” are too vague
to justify this formal interpretation. Instead, Ri,min and Ri,max reflect the general region of re-
spondent i’s subjective distribution of R˜i, the one-year-ahead investment value based on these
two preliminary questions. To construct a measure of coherence, we first make the two follow-
ing assumptions which will allow us to calculate the parameters of the calibrated probability
distribution.
Assumption 1 Prob
(
R˜i < Ri,min
)
= Prob
(
R˜i > Ri,max
)
= α, ∀i
Assumption 1 says that the probability that R˜i lies within the interval [Ri,min, Ri,max] is (1−2α),
and the remaining part of the distribution, 2α, is equally allocated to the left and the right of
the distribution.
Assumption 2 R˜i ∼ N (µ˜i, σ˜2i ): the calibrated probability distribution is a normal distribution
with mean µ˜i and variance σ˜
2
i .
Three observations are in order concerning Assumptions 1-2. First, Assumption 1 says that
the interval is the same for all the respondents, or, in other words, α is not individual-specific.
This assumption may appear to be strong, and we will discuss at the end of this Section and
in the online appendix one way in which to relax it. Second, Assumption 2 imposes that R˜i is
normally distributed. The assumption of normality is crucial to calibrate a distribution based
on the preliminary questions. This assumption is debatable, even if it is standard in finance
and is also used by DM. But it appears as the simplest alternative, as we need to calibrate
a distribution using only Ri,min and Ri,max. Third, it is reasonable to think that α should
be small. But the notion of “small” is admittedly arbitrary. We will carry out the empirical
analysis in the main text assuming that α = 0.01, and will present a set of robustness checks
with alternative values for α in the online appendix.
A normal distribution is symmetric around its mean, so under Assumptions 1-2 the mean of
the calibrated normal distribution is µ˜i =
Ri,min+Ri,max
2
. Regarding the standard deviation, we
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have from Assumption 1 that Prob
(
R˜i < Ri,min
)
= α. Let Φ(.) denote the standard normal
cumulative distribution function. The standard deviation is then equal to σ˜i =
Ri,min−µ˜i
Φ−1(α)
. R˜i
thus follows the calibrated normal distribution:
R˜i ∼ N
(
Ri,min +Ri,max
2
,
(
Ri,min − µ˜i
Φ−1(α)
)2)
(1)
This calibrated probability distribution provides a predicted answer to a probabilistic question.
Note that if Ri,min = Ri,max, R˜i has a degenerate distribution with all of the probability mass
at the single point Ri,min: in this case µ˜i = Ri,min and σ˜i = 0, ∀α.
The probabilistic questions. The sequence of probabilistic questions elicits the per-
centage chance that the one-year ahead investment value will be worth more than four differ-
ent thresholds (posed in increasing order). Hence, for each respondent i, we observe Qi,k ≡
Prob (Ri > Ri,k), k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where Ri denotes the one-year-ahead investment value, and
Ri,1 < Ri,2 < Ri,3 < Ri,4 are the four investment value thresholds about which the respondent
is queried. The probabilistic expectations data are used to find the value of (µi, σi) of each fit-
ted subjective distribution. Let F (R;µi, σi) denote the cumulative normal distribution function
with mean µi and standard deviation σi, evaluated at any point R. For each respondent i, we
find the (µi, σi) that solves the following least-squares problem:
inf
µi,σi
4∑
k=1
[(1−Qi,k)− F (Ri,k;µi, σi)]
2 (2)
We thus proceed as in DM to find the values of (µ, σ).4 Remember that we here analyze the
cross-section distribution of the values of (µ, σ) conditional on a measure of coherence. The
value of a calibrated probability distribution (µ˜i, σ˜i) only serves to compute the measure of
coherence for respondent i, as described below.
4For more details, see Dominitz (2001, Appendix A) who fits (log-normal) person-specific subjective income
distributions.
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A measure of coherence. We now have two measures of the one-year-ahead investment
value: Ri and R˜i. The first, Ri, comes from the sequence of probabilistic questions, while R˜i
is derived from the two preliminary questions. Given that we now have the parameters (µ˜i, σ˜i)
of the calibrated probability distribution of R˜i, we can compute Prob
(
R˜i > Ri,k
)
: this is a
prediction of Qi,k. These two probabilities are more likely to differ when the respondent does
not use System 2. We thus classify individuals according to the gap between Prob
(
R˜i > Ri,k
)
and Qi,k. We consider the distance at the first threshold Ri,1:
d98i =
∣∣∣Qi,1 − Prob(R˜i > Ri,1)∣∣∣ (3)
Note that d98i ∈ [0, 1].
5 The smaller this distance, the more coherent is the respondent. The
superscript “98” indicates that the parameters of the calibrated probability distribution have
been computed assuming that α = 0.01 (so that Prob
(
R˜i ∈ [Ri,min, Ri,max]
)
= 0.98).
Alternative measures of coherence. Instead of considering d98i , we could have compared
(µi, σi) with (µ˜i, σ˜i) to construct a measure of coherence. But note that d
98
i requires fewer
assumptions. It does not require any estimation of the distribution parameters based on the
four probabilistic questions, and so does not depend on the normality assumption to find the
value of (µi, σi). It only depends on the assumptions made regarding the calibrated probability
distribution. Also note that the distance d98i is a coherence criterion based on the first threshold
value Ri,1. We could have computed the distance at any one of the other three thresholds.
However, the first threshold is more natural because the answer for the first threshold is not
influenced by the answers for the subsequent thresholds, while the reverse is not true. Once
a respondent has answered Qi,1, his answers to the next three thresholds must subsequently
weakly fall (Qi,1 ≥ Qi,2 ≥ Qi,3 ≥ Qi,4).
6 Hence, we prefer d98 as a coherence measure and this
5The extreme case d98i = 1 can occur for a degenerate calibrated probability distribution, such that Ri,min =
Ri,max < Ri,1 and Qi,1 = 1. Only one respondent interviewed in the SEE falls into this category. He answered
Ri,min = Ri,max = 120 at the preliminary questions, implying a prediction Prob
(
R˜i > Ri,1
)
= 0. But at the
first threshold Ri,1(= 500) of the sequence of probabilistic questions, he answered Qi,1 = 1.
6Remark: if a probability elicited at threshold Ri,2, Ri,3 or Ri,4 was higher than one elicited previously, the
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is what is analyzed in the paper below.
Even so, we have also carried out the analysis described in this paper with seven other
measures of coherence, each of which has its own advantages compared to d98. The robustness of
our results are thus checked for three waves and eight different measures of coherence. Before we
go further, we briefly describe the alternative measures considered.7 First, and as noted above,
obvious alternative measures of coherence are obtained by varying the parameter α (α = 0.05
and α = 0.10). These measures are called d90 and d80. Second, despite our argument in favor
of distances computed at the first threshold, it can be seen that one potential inconvenience
is that the value Ri,1 can vary across respondents. Each respondent’s sequence of probabilistic
questions included a $1000 threshold, and we can consider this invariance as being a desirable
property. We have considered a measure of coherence, d1000, computed at the $1000 threshold
for all respondents. Third, we could have used a measure based on the four thresholds. We
therefore also carry out the analysis with a measure which averages the absolute deviations over
the four thresholds (d), as well as a Kolmogorov distance, i.e. the greatest of the four distances
(dKol). Last, and as discussed above, we may consider Assumption 1 to be particularly strong,
given that α is not individual-specific. We have taken a distinct approach by assuming that
respondents are in fact coherent, but that the value of α varies across individuals. The value
αi is given by the value that minimizes the distance between Prob
(
R˜i > Ri,1
)
and Qi,1, and
αi thus becomes the measure of coherence for respondent i. Similarly, we have considered the
distance at the $1000 threshold: the individual-specific quantile which minimizes this distance
is called αi,1000.
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interviewer informed the respondent and requested a replacement response (see Dominitz and Manski, 2004,
pp.4-5, pp.8-9).
7More details concerning these measures of coherence are presented in Sections B and C of the online
appendix. Section B explains precisely how we construct these measures and the corresponding results. Section
C compares the rankings of respondents based on the different measures. The rankings are very similar, with the
Spearman rank correlation coefficients between d98 and the alternative measures usually being over 80 percent,
for all SEE waves. The two exceptions are the Spearman’s rhos of d98 with d and dKol which are around 30
and 55 percent, respectively. The null hypothesis of statistical independence is however always rejected at the
1 percent significance level.
8Given that αi and αi,1000 relax Assumption 1, they can appear as much better than d
98 and the other
alternative measures of coherence. The inconvenient of αi and αi,1000 is that they are not uniquely defined for
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3 Application
This Section analyzes the cross-sectional distribution of the values of (µ, σ) of the fitted
subjective distributions conditional on our measure of coherence. Subsection 3.1 describes
the sample used, and Subsection 3.2 checks whether our measure of coherence does indeed
capture some unobserved heterogeneity across respondents. Last, Subsection 3.3 considers the
relationship between our measure of coherence and observed individual characteristics.
3.1 The data
The data used in this paper are drawn from the three waves of the SEE where the questions
on equity returns were asked: wave 12 (where interviews were conducted between July 1999
and November 1999), wave 13 (February 2000-May 2000) and wave 14 (September 2000-March
2001). 1651 respondents were interviewed in these three cross-sections. Of these 1651 respon-
dents, 1284 answered the preliminary questions eliciting the lowest and the highest possible
values of the investment one year ahead. Of these 1284 respondents, 1125 answered the se-
quence of questions posed for the four thresholds. We can compute the measure of coherence
d98 for these 1125 respondents, but we cannot fit a subjective distribution for some of them.
120 respondents reported the same probability values at all four of the specified thresholds: the
absence of variability in these responses makes it impossible to fit a subjective distribution for
them. Of the 1005 remaining respondents, we drop five other respondents as all four of their
elicited probabilities (Qi,k, k = 1, ..., 4) take the values of 0 or 1 (these five cases correspond to
the case where the responses are (1, 1, 1, 0)). For each of the 1000 remaining respondents, we
solve the least-squares problem in Equation 2 to find the value of (µi, σi) for each respondent i.
We had some difficulty in obtaining a stable and unique fitted value of (µ, σ) for 21 of the re-
spondents, who we excluded. Hence, our final sample is composed of 979 respondents, implying
an effective response rate of about 60% (≃ 979/1651).
some respondents (see Subsections B2 and B4 of the online appendix).
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3.2 Does the measure of coherence matter?
Table 1 describes the cross-section distribution of the values of (µ, σ). Note that, as in DM,
the data are rescaled, such that µi denotes the expected return of respondent i (e.g., µi = 0.03
means that the expected value of the investment one year from now is 1030).9 The normality
of subjective distributions allows us to completely describe each respondent by a single dot in a
(σ, µ) space, as in Figure 1. Panels (a), (b) and (c) of this Figure summarize the cross-section
distribution of the perceived risk and return of respondents interviewed in waves 12, 13 and 14,
respectively.
Figure 1 clearly shows that there is a great deal of heterogeneity in beliefs across individuals,
as noted by DM. No clear pattern in this heterogeneity emerges. For instance, it is not obvious
that more risk corresponds to higher returns. At first glance, it might be thought that this
expectations data does not contain much relevant information. We think that this apparent
absence of an interpretable pattern results from the noise due to pathologies that affect survey
responses. If this is the case, we expect the introduction of our measure of coherence to make
a difference, given that it is a proxy for the type of cognitive reasoning used.
To evaluate the effect of our cognitive variable, we rank the Nt respondents according to
the distance d98 for each wave t, beginning with the lowest d98i value, i.e. the most coherent
respondent in wave t. We separate respondents into three equally-sized categories, j = 1, 2, 3:
those with high levels of coherence (“Coherent 1”), those with low levels of coherence (“Coherent
3”) and the intermediate (“Coherent 2”). The presence of this intermediate group will allow us
to draw a sharper distinction in the cross-section distribution of (µ, σ) between the most and
the least coherent. Table 2 summarizes the number of respondents included in each category
for each wave.
Figure 2 presents the cross-section distribution of the values of (µ, σ) by category of coher-
9For the sake of comparison, Note (i.) at the bottom of the Table provides the cross-section distribution of
the values of (µ, σ) in DM (Table 5, p.31). The summary statistics are similar to theirs, so the interested reader
should read their paper for more description.
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ence. Panel (a) presents a scatter diagram for the most coherent in wave 12 of the expected
return against the risk, and Panel (c) the same scatter diagram for the least coherent in wave
12.10 Panel (a) shows considerable heterogeneity in the cross-section distribution of (µ, σ) for
the most coherent, but also suggests that the expected return is positively (and perhaps linearly)
related to the risk for these respondents. This positive monotonic relationship is confirmed by a
Spearman’s rho equal to 0.60 and significantly different from zero at the 1 percent significance
level.11 On the contrary, Panel (c) shows that the cross-section distribution of the values of
(µ, σ) for the least coherent exhibits no particular pattern: the Spearman correlation coefficient
is 0.09 and statistically insignificant. The same finding pertains in waves 13 (Panels (d) and
(f)) and 14 (Panels (g) and (i)): there is a highly statistically significant positive monotonic
relationship between µ and σ for the most coherent, but no particular structure for the least
coherent, as if the latter were only providing noise.
The difference of structure in the data between the most and the least coherent suggests
that our measure of coherence does pick up for some unobserved heterogeneity between these
two categories. We have formally tested for each wave the null hypothesis that the most and
the least coherent share the same monotonic relationship, i.e. that the Spearman’s rho between
µ and σ is the same for the two groups. The null hypothesis is always rejected at the 1 percent
significance level, highlighting that the relationship is not the same by level of coherence. The
same analysis has been carried out with the seven alternative measures of coherence, and the
results, presented in Table D1 of the online appendix, confirm this difference.
These preliminary results seem to support our dual system approach, which aims to separate
the most corrupted data from the least ones. Section 4 will analyze in more depth the cross-
10Instead of a dot to describe their probability distribution, a few respondents have the parameters (µ, σ) of
their probability distribution described by a cross in the panels of Figure 2. These are the few respondents who
will be excluded from the regressions in Table 4-Section 4 because they are outliers.
11Note that there are two Spearman’s rho figures at the bottom of each panel in Figure 2. The first (e.g., 0.60
in Panel (a)) is computed with all the respondents of the category of coherence and wave under consideration.
The second (e.g., 0.72 in Panel (a)) is computed excluding the “outliers” (e.g., excluding from the calculation the
11 respondents described by a cross in Panel (a)). We always refer to the first of these Spearman correlations
in the text.
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section distribution of (µ, σ) conditional on our measure of coherence. Before that, the next
Subsection checks to see if there is a relationship between our measure of coherence and various
individual characteristics.
3.3 Who’s who in term of coherence?
We expect the measure of coherence to be correlated with some individual characteristics
related to cognitive abilities (e.g., education and income), given that System 2 reflects what
psychologists label the “need for cognition”, i.e. a respondent’s tendency to enjoy thinking,
and exposure to statistical thinking (Kahneman, 2003, p.1467). On the contrary, other indi-
vidual characteristics that may not be related to cognitive ability (e.g., religion) should not be
correlated with our measure of coherence. We also expect our measure of coherence to be inde-
pendent of the period of interview. Cognitive abilities change only slowly over time, so unless
the general population experienced a jump in education or financial literacy, our measure of
coherence in comparable samples of the general population should be distributed in a similar
fashion across waves.12
Table 3 proposes regressions in which the dependent variable is the measure of coherence
d98. Most of the regressors here are dummies reflecting various respondent characteristics:
education, total income in the past 12 months before taxes, gender, religion and race.13 We
also include a quadratic in age, and, to see if d98 varies over time, wave dummies. Note that
we would have liked to know if respondents hold assets, but the SEE does not provide such
information. This is a serious shortcoming that limits the analysis.
The first three columns of Table 3 describe how d98 varies with individual characteristics
12Note that Table 2 already suggests that this is the case. Table 2 shows that the 113 respondents categorized
as the most coherent in wave 12 are those for whom d98 ∈ [0, 0.10], so the most coherent have a measure of
coherence which is lower than the upper bound 0.10 in wave 12. This upper bound is broadly the same in wave
13 and 14 (0.09 and 0.10, respectively). The lower bounds of respondents categorized as the least coherent
are also remarkably similar across waves, d98 being higher than 0.25, 0.24 and 0.25 in waves 12, 13 and 14
respectively.
13In contrast to Dominitz and Manski (2010, Table 4), there is no category “American Indian” in our Table.
This due to small cell sizes in our sample (8 respondents out of 979). These are included in the base group
category “Other”, as is the case for the 15 respondents who refused to answer the question.
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and over time using least squares. The characteristics predict little of the variation in the
measure of coherence, the R2 being between 0.03 and 0.04 depending on the specification. In
fact the estimated coefficients (constant term excluded) are jointly significantly different from
zero (at the five percent level) only when the set of dummies for the respondent’s income is
included in the specification (Columns [1]-[2]). In Column [1], only one estimated coefficient
(apart from the constant) differs significantly from zero (at the five percent level): those who
earn between $50000 and $60000 have a significantly lower d98 than the base group, i.e. those
who earn less than $10000. Excluding the education dummies in Column [2] reinforces the
effect of income: those who earn between $20000 and $60000 are more coherent than the base
group (the joint hypothesis that the four associated coefficients are equal is not rejected (P-
value=0.69)). As expected, the race and religion dummies as well as the wave dummies always
attract insignificant coefficients close to zero.
Note that the least squares estimates of Columns [1]-[3] might fail to account for some
respondents having d98 levels which are limit values (i.e. zero or one).14 Thus, Columns [4]-[6]
of Table 3 provide Tobit regressions. The results are broadly the same, except that respondents
with a MS or a PhD are now significantly more coherent when we do not control for income
(Column [6]).
This analysis has also been carried out with the seven alternative measures of coherence.
The results, presented in Tables E1-E7 of the online appendix, are qualitatively similar: the
few variables significantly different from zero are mainly related to income and schooling. For
some alternative measures of coherence, two other variables become significant: the gender
dummy and the quadratic in age. Being older or being a man (slightly) reduces the measure of
coherence in some cases. But, again, the individual characteristics predict little of the variation
in the measures of coherence.
Remark that the analyses in Tables 3 and E1-E7 has been realized considering the final
14For instance, 77 respondents have a d98 = 0 and one has a d98 = 1 in the specification in Column [1]. The
829 other respondents have nonlimit values (strictly between zero and one).
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sample of 979 respondents, those for whom we can find a unique fitted value for (µ, σ) (the
numbers of observations in the regressions of Table 3 are slightly lower (907/960), given that
some respondents did not answer some questions, in particular their level of education). How-
ever, and as mentioned in Subsection 3.1, d98 can be computed for more respondents (1125).
If we consider this sample (Tables F1-F7 of the online appendix), we find similar results. The
main difference concerns those with a BA/BS or a MS/PhD: they are significantly more coher-
ent at the 1 percent significance level, whatever the method (least squares or Tobit) and the
specification.15
Lastly, and interestingly, education appears to explain not only the degree of coherence but
also nonresponse. Indeed, the nonrespondents, i.e. those who did not answer the preliminary
questions or those who answered the preliminary questions but not the sequence of probabilistic
questions, are overrepresented in the less educated respondents: DM (2010, p.10) report that
48 percent of those with no postsecondary education did not respond versus 18 percent of those
with a bachelor’s degree. We can thus safely conjecture that most of the nonrespondents are
far from being coherent.
4 Interpreting expectations of equity returns
Section 3 has shown that there is a significant positive relationship between µ and σ for
the most coherent respondents. On the contrary, we do not find any relationship for the least
coherent. Following our dual system approach, we view the responses of the least coherent as
noisy answers that are difficult to interpret. Hence, this Section mainly focuses on the 33 percent
most coherent respondents of the final sample of 979 respondents. We first show in Subsection
4.1 that a simple linear model accurately describes the relation between risk and return for
15One can also be interested in the level of coherence of the 146 (= 1125 − 979) “special” respondents for
whom we can compute a measure of coherence but cannot fit a subjective distribution. Most of these special
respondents reported the same probability at the four thresholds and are far from being coherent. The (0.33,
0.66)-quantiles of d98 for the 146 “special” respondents are (0.145, 0.49), while the (0.33,0.66)-quantiles of d98
for the final sample of 979 respondents are (0.10,0.25) whatever the wave (see Table 2 and footnote 12).
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these respondents, and propose an interpretation of this empirical regularity. Subsection 4.2
explores how expectations behave across the three waves of the SEE survey. This permits us
to sketch a model of belief formation.
4.1 On the nature of the risk-return trade-off
The previous Section has shown that there is an increasing monotonic trend between µ and
σ for the most coherent. Panels (a), (d) and (g) of Figure 2 also suggest that this monotonic
relationship is linear for this category of individuals. To see whether this linear relation holds,
we estimate the following equation (via least squares), for the Nj,t respondents in category of
coherence j interviewed at wave t:
µi,j,t = γj,t + βj,t × σi,j,t + ǫi,j,t , i = 1, · · · , Nj,t (4)
where γj,t and βj,t are the intercept and the slope coefficients for the sample of Coherent j
interviewed at wave t. We are particularly interested in the R2, given that it reflects the goodness
of fit of the regression line. To take into account the influence of outliers (which might affect the
R2), we carry out a DFITS diagnostic test and exclude respondent i of category j interviewed
at wave t if he has a cutoff value of |DFITSi,j,t| > 2
√
2
Nj,t
, as suggested by Belsley et al. (1980).
Columns [1]-[3] in Table 4 present the estimates for the separate regressions fitted for each
category of coherence for wave 12. Column [4] presents the results when we pool the categories.
Observations which are flagged by the DFITS cutoff criterion, and so are excluded in the
separate regressions of Columns [1]-[3], are not included in the pooled regression. Note (iii.) at
the bottom of the Table provides the results if we do not exclude these observations. The online
appendix presents the results for the two other waves, as well as the results when respondents
are ranked according to the other measures of coherence.
The coefficient of determination is 72% for the most coherent. This is noteworthy in in-
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dividual cross-section data, and indicates that the linear model fits the data remarkably well.
This contrasts with the least coherent sample, where the coefficient of determination is close
to zero. The results for the waves 13 and 14, presented in Table A1 of the online appendix,
confirm the goodness of fit of the linear model for the most coherent, the R2 being 72% for wave
13 and 51% for wave 14. The analysis with the other measures of coherence produce similar
results (Section B of the online appendix): the linear regression always explains a significant
percentage of the total variation in µ for the most coherent.
A possible interpretation. The existence of a robust linear relation proves that the
heterogeneity between the most coherent respondents takes a particular form. In what follows,
we propose an interpretation of this fact. We assume that the most coherent respondents only
differ in the way in which they interpret the mutual fund described in the SEE scenario (“a type
of mutual fund known as a diversified stock fund”). This definition does not fully specify the
composition of the portfolio, nor does it specify whether the fund will be rebalanced during the
year under consideration. Respondents might have different portfolios in mind, ranging from
relatively safe investments to much more risky ones. In this, faced with the same scenario, some
might anticipate high returns, but high risk, while others anticipate low returns associated with
low risk. At the extreme, those who have a safe portfolio in mind, should anticipate the market
to perform in the same way as a risk-free asset. According to this interpretation, the parameters
of Equation 4 are interpretable in financial terms: the intercept term γ1,t is the riskless rate
at wave t, and the slope coefficient β1,t is the ex-ante price of risk for the sample of the most
coherent interviewed at wave t.16
If this interpretation holds, the intercept term for the most coherent in wave t should not
differ significantly from the risk-free rate during this period. As a proxy for the risk-free rate,
16In our interpretation, the most coherent respondents differ in how they assess the composition of the portfolio
but share a common price for risk. Alternatively, we might consider that the composition of the portfolio is
common knowledge and the most coherent respondents simply differ in their expectations. This alternative view
cannot be rejected. But remark that it is hard to imagine that some might see the same investment as perfectly
safe and others as extremely risky. Furthermore, this alternative interpretation does not allow us to interpret
the parameters in a natural way, and precludes any comparison to observable economic variables.
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we take the one-year U.S. LIBOR rate (RFt).
17 During wave 12, this interest rate oscillated in
the range RF12 ∈ [0.056; 0.063].18 The estimated riskless rate is γˆ1,12 = 0.059 (Column [1] of
Table 4), and its estimated standard error is sˆeγˆ1,12 = 0.033. Hence, the 95% confidence interval
for γ1,12 is [−0.005, 0.123], and the null hypothesis H0 : γ1,12 = RF12 versus γ1,12 6= RF12 cannot
be rejected, ∀RF12 ∈ [0.056; 0.063]. Table 5 gives the results for waves 13 and 14 (where the
null hypothesis is not rejected either), as well as the results for the other measures of coherence.
The estimated value γˆ1,t is usually not significantly different from the risk-free rate in wave
t, with one exception in wave 13 (when respondents are ranked according to d1000) and two
exceptions in wave 14 (when respondents are ranked according to d80 and dKol).
With respect to β1,t, there is no simple way to test whether this slope coefficient reflects the
ex-ante price of risk. The ex-ante price of risk is related to expected returns and perceived risk
in the year ahead. We can test the null hypothesis that β1,t is equal to a price of risk computed
with realized outcomes, i.e. an ex-post price of risk. But if we test this null hypothesis, we
are not testing the hypothesis that β1,t is equal to the ex-ante price of risk; we are testing the
hypothesis that the respondents classified as the most coherent have specific expectations.
To clearly understand the problem, let’s consider wave 12 (July-November 1999). The
estimate βˆ1,12 varies over the range [0.84; 1.34] depending on the measure of coherence considered
(see Table 5). These estimated prices of risk appear very optimistic if we compare them to
the historical mean and standard deviation of one-year equity returns in the U.S. DM (2010,
p.17) report that “the historical mean real return through the end of the twentieth century
was about 0.07 and the standard deviation was near 0.20. The inflation rate was low and
non-volatile during the sample period, generally being between 0.02 and 0.03.” Based on this
evidence, DM consider that if individuals follow the long-run historical record of equity returns
17The U.S. LIBOR rate is a daily reference rate based on the interest rates at which banks borrow funds from
other banks. Other proxies are possible, such as the FED Funds rate or the short-term U.S. T-Bill rate. Their
values are however very similar to the U.S. LIBOR rate.
18The one-year U.S. LIBOR rate was 0.057 on July 1st, 1999 (when wave 12 began), and it was 0.062 on
November 30th, 1999 (when wave 12 finished). During this period, it reached a minimum of 0.056 on July 21st,
and a maximum of 0.063 on October 27th.
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to predict future returns, the one-year-ahead return in nominal term should be around 0.095,
and the standard-deviation around 0.18. If we consider that the risk-free rate was around 0.06
during wave 12, the price of risk should be around 0.20(≃ 0.095−0.06
0.18
). Whatever the measure of
coherence used to rank the respondents, βˆ1,12 always differs significantly from this “long-run”
price of risk. However, remark that wave 12 took place during a notable bull market, i.e. a boom
in the stock market accompanied by widespread optimism. The Standard & Poor 500 (S&P
500) return was between 0.20 and 0.40 per year,19 and therefore much higher than the historical
average. With this information in mind, the range βˆ1,12 ∈ [0.84; 1.34] appears plausible. 20
4.2 Towards a model of expectations formation in financial markets
As discussed in the previous Subsection, it is impossible to test the null hypothesis that β1,t
is equal to the ex-ante price of risk. At best, we can check if (i) the variation in this ex-ante price
of risk across waves makes sense, and (ii) these movements allow us to discriminate between
some classes of models of expectations formations.
The three waves of the SEE offer the opportunity to observe expectations during radically
different periods: waves 12 and 13 (July-November 1999 and February-May 2000) took place
when the return on the S&P 500 was above 0.20 per year as mentioned above, while wave 14
(September 2000-March 2001) took place at the beginning of a notable bear market, i.e. a
steady drop in the stock market accompanied by widespread pessimism. At the beginning of
September 2000 (when wave 14 began), the index was over 1500 points (and so was very close
to its all-time intraday high of 1552 on March 24th, 2000). It lost more than 20% of its value
19The S&P 500 price returns per year were 0.31, 0.26 and 0.20 in the years 1997, 1998 and 1999, respectively.
And DM (Table 1, p.29) report that the S&P 500 price return reached 0.38 the year before wave 12, i.e. from
September 1998 to August 1999.
20Remark that this range of values [0.84;1.34] is also plausible if we compare it to the results in
Lettau and Ludvigson (2010, Figure 11.2, p.673). Lettau and Ludvigson do not have expectational data. They
use quarterly excess returns on the value-weighted stock market index from the Center for Research in Security
Prices, and measure movements in the ex-ante expected return from period t to period t+1 (expected standard
deviation of daily returns between t and t+1) as forecastable variation in the realized return (realized standard
deviation), with e.g., the log consumption-wealth ratio in t as a forecasting variable. Over the period 1953-2001,
they find that the price of risk was the highest during the quarters of 1996 (above 1.5), and the lowest during
the last quarter of 2000 (around -0.4).
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over seven months, bottoming out at under 1200 points at the end of March 2001 (when wave
14 finished).21 Hence, we might expect the ex-ante price of risk in wave 14 to be lower than
that in the other waves.
To evaluate the impact of this decline in the stock market on expectations, we compare
the estimated ex-ante prices of risk across waves. Depending on the measure of coherence
considered, βˆ1,12 varies over the range [0.84; 1.34]; βˆ1,13 ∈ [0.79; 1.18]; βˆ1,14 ∈ [0.75; 1.07] (see
Table 5). For the eight measures of coherence, we test three hypotheses: (i) the null hypothesis
H0 : β1,12 = β1,13 versus H1 : β1,12 6= β1,13; (ii) H0 : β1,13 ≤ β1,14 versus H1 : β1,13 > β1,14; and
(iii) H0 : β1,12 ≤ β1,14 versus H1 : β1,12 > β1,14. Table 5 indicates that the estimated ex-ante
price of risk in wave 13 does not differ significantly from that in wave 12 (except when the
respondents are preliminary ranked according to d1000). The estimated ex-ante price of risk in
wave 14 is significantly lower, although this result is not entirely robust (when the respondents
are preliminary ranked according to d and dKol). Furthermore, even when the estimated ex-ante
price of risk in wave 14 is statistically lower than in the other waves, the size of the gap may
look small: for instance, when respondents are ranked according to d98, the practical difference
between the point estimates βˆ1,12 and βˆ1,14 is equal to 0.26(=1.29-1.02). The S&P 500 return
was above 20% during waves 12 and 13 and lost more than 20% of its value during wave 14,
so we may have expected a difference substantially higher than 0.26. Our results then suggests
that the ex-ante price of risk is weakly procyclical, i.e. the ex-ante price of risk falls somewhat
as stock market returns drop. This result is in line with Hudomiet et al. (2010), who analyze
similar data from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) over the period February 2008-
February 2009 (i.e. before and after the crash of October 2008), and find that expectations
reacted slowly to the crash.
The procyclical behavior of the ex-ante price of risk can help us to discriminate between some
classes of models of expectations formation. There are various ways of modeling expectations
21This bear market is considered to have ended in October 2002. The S&P 500 reached a low of 768 intraday
on October 10th, 2002, losing 50% of its value between September 2000 and October 2002.
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formation.22 This section does not try to review all of them. At best, we try to discriminate
between three classes of simple models, borrowed from DM. These three classes of models have
normal subjective distributions and use the changes in the S&P 500 index to form the mean and
variance of their subjective distributions. Note that we also assume that all respondents use
a similar model, also we do not consider more sophisticated approaches in which respondents
use mixtures of these models. The first class of models is a random-walk class which postulates
that the changes in the stock market are best predicted by a normal distribution with mean and
variance equal to their long term value. The second class of models are persistent, i.e. recent
stock-market performance is a good predictor of future market performance. The last class of
models considers that the stock market exhibits mean-reversal, i.e. high recent returns implies
a return to the long-term mean in the near future.
Each class of models implies some restriction on the mean and the variance of expected
returns. The results obtained for the most coherent allow us to rule out the random-walk and
mean-reversal classes of models. The peculiarity of random walk models is to produce very
similar predictions at each point of time, as long as inflation is low and non-volatile and the
risk-free rate is stable. As we noted above, the estimated ex-ante price of risk is much higher
than the long run price of risk. This rules out the possibility of simple random-walk models.
Mean-reversal models predict that higher returns, like those observed when wave 12 took place,
should lead to lower returns in the near future. If this were the case, the probability of lower
returns should have increased in wave 13, after an additional year of historically high returns.
However, the estimated ex-ante price of risk in wave 13 does not differ significantly from that
in wave 12. In contrast, the persistence model seems to do a decent job at organizing the data.
The fact that the estimated price of risk fell when stock market returns dropped in wave 14
means that respondents consider that recent stock market performance will persist. We would
like to be more precise about what “recent” means. But when defining a persistence model,
22See Pesaran and Weale (2006) for an exhaustive review of these alternative models.
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a respondent might use, e.g., the last year’s performance on the S&P 500 or only that in the
last three months to form (µi, σi). So the best that we can say is that the information used
probably covers more than the last few months, given that the estimated price of risk in wave
14 is lower but does not collapse either. Nevertheless, this remains a fuzzy calibration.
5 Conclusion
Taking into account the pathologies which affect answers in surveys, this paper has used
the specific design of the SEE survey to construct several measures of coherence based on
a principle of dual reasoning a` la Kahneman. Our main contribution is to show that there
is a highly significant linear relationship between expected returns and perceived risk for the
most coherent respondents. On the contrary, the cross-section distribution of the least coherent
respondents exhibits no particular pattern,as if they provided nothing but noise in their answers.
This result is robust across waves and to the various measures of coherence. We view this result
as supporting our dual system approach which aims to distinguish data by its level of corruption.
There was no particular reason to expect that a simple linear relation between risk and return
would fit the data for the most coherent respondents. We propose a particular interpretation
(respondents have different portfolios in mind) which allows us to interpret the parameters of
the estimated model as the risk-free rate and the price of risk. The empirical evidence does not
reject this interpretation.
Last, the price of risk for the most coherent appears to be procyclical, as it is lower when
individuals were surveyed during a period of widespread pessimism. This suggests that the
expectations of coherent respondents can accurately be described by a simple persistence model,
as we have defined it.
This last finding is, however, only suggestive. With some measures of coherence there is
no evidence of procyclicality; in addition, even when we find procyclicality the time-series di-
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mension is too short to consider this result as definitive. Further progress in understanding
how people form expectations of equity returns requires longitudinal data. Some surveys are
longitudinal, but have their own specific disadvantages. For instance, the Michigan survey, also
analyzed by DM (2010), is longitudinal, but does not enable us to estimate subjective distri-
butions (it only asks one probabilistic expectation question regarding positive equity returns).
Another longitudinal survey is the HRS. Like the SEE, the HRS allows us to estimate subjec-
tive distributions in some waves, but it only interviews individuals over the age of 50. It is also
important to investigate how expectations of equity returns affect individual’s behavior regard-
ing asset holdings. But the SEE does not ask respondents if they hold stocks. Last, it would
be interesting to know if our measure of coherence is correlated with measures of cognitive
capacities. We have particularly in mind questions which measure the ability to perform basic
numerical operations, such as those asked in the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in
Europe (SHARE). Christelis et al. (2010) use SHARE data to show that this ability is strongly
correlated with the propensity to invest in stocks.
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Table 1: Fitted subjective distributions of mutual
fund returns
Quantile
Mean Std. Dev. 0.25 0.50 0.75
Wave 12 N=340
µ 0.32 0.60 0.03 0.17 0.50
σ 0.57 0.74 0.18 0.34 0.67
Wave 13 N=264
µ 0.40 0.63 0.08 0.28 0.60
σ 0.67 0.87 0.22 0.43 0.76
Wave 14 N=375
µ 0.36 0.69 0.03 0.20 0.47
σ 0.65 0.81 0.19 0.39 0.79
Total N=979
µ 0.35 0.64 0.04 0.20 0.50
σ 0.63 0.80 0.19 0.39 0.74
Note: i. For the sake of comparison, DM (2010, Table 4, p.32) use a
sample of 986 respondents. The (0.25, 0.50, 0.75)-quantiles of µ in their
sample are (0.04, 0.20, 0.50), and are thus identical to the (0.25, 0.50,
0.75)-quantiles of µ in our sample. The same holds for their (0.25, 0.50,
0.75)-quantiles of σ, which are (0.19, 0.39, 0.74) in their sample as well
as in our sample. Last, note that the means/standard deviations of µ
and σ are 0.36/0.65 and 0.63/0.80 in their sample, respectively. These
values are broadly similar to ours.
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Figure 1: Plots of the expected return (µ) against risk (σ) by wave
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Table 2: Number of individuals by type of coherence
and wave
Wave 12 Wave 13 Wave 14 Total
Coherent 1 113 88 125 326
[0, 0.10] [0,0.09] [0,0.10]
Coherent 2 114 88 125 327
[0.10, 0.25] [0.09, 0.24] [0.10,0.25]
Coherent 3 113 88 125 326
[0.25,0.95] [0.24,1] [0.25,0.9]
Total 340 264 375 979
Notes: i. The first line in each cell shows the number of respondents in the
category in question.
ii. The bottom entries are distance intervals. For instance, the 113 re-
spondents classified as Coherent 1 in the wave 12 are individuals for whom
d98 ∈ [0, 0.10].
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Figure 2: Plot of expected return (µ) against risk (σ) by type of coherence and by wave
Notes: i. A small number of respondents have the parameters (µ, σ) of their probability distribution depicted by a cross instead of a dot
in each figure. These respondents correspond to those who will be excluded from the regressions in the columns of Table 4 because they
are outliers (see Section 4 for more details).
ii. At the bottom of each panel, we report two Spearman rank correlation coefficients between µ and σ. One rho is computed including all
the respondents of the category of coherence and wave. The other rho is computed excluding the outliers (see Note (i)). The superscripts
∗, ∗∗ and ∗ ∗ ∗ represent 10, 5 and 1% significance of these rhos, respectively.
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Table 3: Who’s who in term of coherence (d98)
OLS Tobit
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
d98 d98 d98 d98 d98 d98
Education
≤Grade 11 Base group Base group
High school graduate -0.006 -0.011 -0.000 -0.005
(0.056) (0.056) (0.046) (0.046)
Attended college -0.039 -0.047 -0.041 -0.050
(0.051) (0.051) (0.041) (0.041)
Associated degree -0.049 -0.059 -0.051 -0.061
(0.055) (0.055) (0.047) (0.047)
BA/BS -0.058 -0.067 -0.057 -0.065
(0.052) (0.051) (0.041) (0.041)
Masters or PhD -0.075 -0.085 -0.070 -0.080*
(0.053) (0.052) (0.044) (0.044)
Professional -0.029 -0.028 -0.025 -0.024
(0.071) (0.070) (0.058) (0.058)
Income
Income<10000 Base group Base group
10000≤Income<20000 -0.003 -0.027 -0.011 -0.036
(0.034) (0.033) (0.032) (0.032)
20000≤Income<30000 -0.035 -0.056* -0.041 -0.062**
(0.029) (0.030) (0.031) (0.031)
30000≤Income<40000 -0.038 -0.063** -0.051 -0.076**
(0.030) (0.030) (0.032) (0.031)
40000≤Income<50000 -0.023 -0.057* -0.029 -0.064**
(0.031) (0.031) (0.033) (0.032)
50000≤Income<60000 -0.061** -0.084*** -0.069* -0.091**
(0.029) (0.031) (0.037) (0.036)
Income≥60000 0.008 -0.02 0.008 -0.026
(0.028) (0.028) (0.030) (0.029)
Did not know/refused -0.032 -0.062** -0.035 -0.065**
(0.029) (0.028) (0.031) (0.030)
Age
Age/100 -0.399 -0.549** -0.414 -0.436* -0.588** -0.448*
(0.28) (0.26) (0.27) (0.26) (0.25) (0.25)
(Age/100)2 0.004 0.006** 0.004 0.004* 0.006** 0.005*
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003)
Gender
Male -0.017 -0.012 -0.019 -0.015 -0.009 -0.016
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)
Race
White -0.014 -0.020 -0.0092 -0.011 -0.018 -0.006
(0.025) (0.025) (0.025) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026)
Black 0.015 0.036 0.014 0.017 0.039 0.016
(0.037) (0.039) (0.037) (0.038) (0.037) (0.038)
Asian 0.030 0.015 0.040 0.035 0.021 0.047
(0.045) (0.046) (0.045) (0.048) (0.049) (0.049)
Other Base group Base group
Religion
No religion 0.010 0.018 0.012 0.012 0.020 0.014
(0.025) (0.024) (0.025) (0.027) (0.027) (0.027)
Roman Catholic 0.023 0.035 0.021 0.023 0.035 0.020
(0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026)
Protestant -0.0026 0.009 -0.006 -0.006 0.006 -0.009
(0.022) (0.021) (0.022) (0.025) (0.025) (0.025)
Christian -0.009 -0.000 -0.011 -0.010 -0.004 -0.014
(0.022) (0.022) (0.023) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026)
Other Base group Base group
Wave dummies
Wave 12 Base group Base group
Wave 13 0.000 -0.003 0.000 -0.001 -0.004 -0.001
(0.016) (0.017) (0.017) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018)
Wave 14 0.007 -0.002 0.008 0.007 -0.000 0.009
(0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.017) (0.016) (0.017)
Constant 0.368*** 0.377*** 0.357*** 0.374*** 0.384*** 0.357***
(0.073) (0.062) (0.073) (0.071) (0.063) (0.069)
Observations 907 960 907 907 960 907
R2 0.04 0.03 0.03
Significance of the regression: P-value 0.03** 0.02** 0.13 0.10* 0.03** 0.22
Notes: i. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗ ∗ ∗ refer to significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels respectively.
ii. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses.
iii. “Significance of the regression” shows the P-value of the joint test of the hypotheses that all the coefficients except
the constant are zero. For least-squares estimates this corresponds to the P-value associated with the F-statistic.
For Tobit estimates the P-value is that associated with the likelihood-ratio statistic which has a limiting chi-squared
distribution under the null hypothesis.
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Table 4: Least squares regressions of µ on σ by type of coherence
- wave 12-
[1] [2] [3] [4]
Coherent 1 Coherent 2 Coherent 3 All types
µ µ µ µ
Intercept 0.059* 0.011 -0.061* 0.153***
(0.033) (0.018) (0.035) (0.038)
σ 1.290*** 0.797*** -0.011 0.186*
(0.099) (0.034) (0.043) (0.10)
R2 0.72 0.79 0.00 0.04
Observations 102 108 107 317
(Observations excluded) 11 6 6 23
Notes: i. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗ ∗ ∗ refer to significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels respectively.
ii. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses.
iii. If we do not exclude the observations that are flagged by the DFITS cutoff criterion, we
obtain:
µ = 0.07 + 1.41∗∗∗σ + ǫˆ for Coherent 1 (R2 = 0.77 and N = 113)
µ = −0.00 + 0.79∗∗∗σ + ǫˆ for Coherent 2 (R2 = 0.68 and N = 114)
µ = −0.08∗ + 0.06σ + ǫˆ for Coherent 3 (R2 = 0.03 and N = 113)
µ = 0.18∗∗∗ + 0.24∗∗σ + ǫˆ all types considered (R2 = 0.08 and N = 340)
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Table 5: Summary results for the most coherent for all measures of coherence
Measure of coherence used to rank respondents
d98 d90 d80 α d1000 α1000 d dKol
βˆ1,12 1.29*** 1.29*** 1.18*** 1.04*** 1.34*** 1.06*** 1.04*** 0.84***
βˆ1,13 1.18*** 1.12*** 1.01*** 1.11*** 0.79*** 1.04*** 0.93*** 0.83***
βˆ1,14 1.02*** 0.80*** 0.75*** 0.76*** 1.07*** 0.85*** 0.99*** 1.01***
t-values of the test:
H0 : β1,12 = β1,13
versus 0.87 1.33 1.61 -0.58 3.09*** 0.17 0.56 0.1
H1 : β1,12 6= β1,13
H0 : β1,13 = β1,14
versus 1.21 2.3** 2.07** 5.34*** -1.67 1.58* -0.37 -1.06
H1 : β1,13 > β1,14
H0 : β1,12 = β1,14
versus 1.83** 3.15*** 3.13*** 2.50*** 2.75*** 1.42* 0.31 -1.09
H1 : β1,12 > β1,14
γˆ1,12 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.09 0.03
95% ci [-0.00;0.12] [-0.00;0.12] [0.00;0.12] [0.00;0.13] [-0.04;0.09] [-0.03;0.12] [-0.00;0.18] [-0.04;0.11]
Reject H0 : γ1,12 = RF12? No No No No No No No No
γˆ1,13 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.24 0.09 0.06 0.03
95% ci [-0.02;0.13] [0.01;0.13] [0.02;0.14] [0.02;0.12] [0.10;0.37] [0.03;0.14] [-0.04;0.16] [-0.04;0.10]
Reject H0 : γ1,13 = RF13? No No No No Yes No No No
γˆ1,14 0.09 0.14 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.09 -0.01 -0.11
95% ci [0.01;0.17] [0.06;0.22] [0.07;0.22] [0.06;0.16] [0.02;0.15] [0.03;0.16] [-0.07;0.06] [-0.21;-0.02]
Reject H0 : γ1,14 = RF14? No Yes/No Yes Yes/No No No Yes/No Yes
Notes: i. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗ ∗ ∗ refer to significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels respectively.
ii. RFt, t = 12, 13, 14, stands for the risk-free rate in wave t, which is proxied by the daily one-year U.S. LIBOR rate. During wave 12
(July 1999-November 1999), this reached a minimum of 0.056 on July 21st, and a maximum of 0.063 on October 27th. So RF12 moved
in the range RF12 ∈ [0.056; 0.063]. During wave 13 (February-May 2000), this interest rate reached a minimum of 0.067 (February 28th)
and a maximum of 0.075 (May 31st), so RF13 ∈ [0.067; 0.075]. During wave 14 (September 2000-March 2001), RF14 reached a minimum
of 0.045 (March 22nd, 2001) and a maximum of 0.069 (September 1st, 2000), so RF14 ∈ [0.045; 0.069].
iii. “95% ci” stands for the 95% confidence interval. We provide such confidence intervals for γ1,t, t = 12, 13, 14, to test H0 : γ1,t = RFt.
As an example, the 95% ci is [-0.00;0.12] for γ1,12 when respondents have been preliminary ranked according to d98. During wave 12, the
one-year U.S. LIBOR oscillated in the range RF12 ∈ [0.056; 0.063] (see Note ii. of this Table). Hence the null hypothesis H0 : γ1,12 = RF12
versus γ1,12 6= RF12 cannot be rejected, ∀RF12 ∈ [0.056; 0.063].
iv. “Reject H0 : γ1,t = RFt?” provides three possible results: “No”, “Yes” and “Yes/No”. “No” is when the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected, whatever the value taken by RFt during wave t. “Yes” is when the null hypothesis is rejected, whatever the value taken by
RFt during wave t. (For instance when respondents are ranked according to d80, the 95% ci for γ1,14 is [0.07;0.22]; RF14 ∈ [0.045; 0.069]
always falls outside of the 95% confidence interval.) Last, “Yes/No” is when the null hypothesis is rejected for some values taken by RFt
during wave t, but not rejected for the other values (for instance,when respondents are ranked according to α, the 95% ci for γ1,14 is
[0.06;0.16]; RF14 ∈ [0.045; 0.069] falls outside of the 95% confidence interval for some values (those between 0.045 and 0.06) and falls
inside for the other values (those between 0.06 and 0.069)).
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